WEAR PARTS FOR
BROKK® MACHINERY

astrakgroup.co.uk/stabiliser-pads

Extreme
durability
Astrak’s DuraLine XD rubber stabiliser pads for
Brokk® robotic demolition machinery have been
designed and produced with extreme durability,
tough duty cycles and ease of fitting in mind.
Available in all styles/sizes to fit the current
Brokk® line-up, from the 60s through to the
400s. The DuraLine XD range is produced within
Astrak’s specialist manufacturing facilities from
top premium quality abrasion-resistant rubber
using state-of-the-art equipment and nextgeneration quality control processes.

Total compatibility

Test

DuraLine XD

OEM

Hardness
(Shore A)

78

73

DuraLine XD Part No.

Brokk® Part No.

Elongation at
break (%)

471.7

360

ORP100/000/BK

3136108867S

Tensile Strength
(kgf/mm2)

2.10

1.71

ORP200/000/BK

3136114340S

Density (g/cm3)

1.134

1.163

ORP300/000/BK

3136131365

Volume at loss
(%)

6-7%

6.81

ORP400/000/BK

3136704214

ORP500/000/BK

3136101391

Rubber tracks
you can rely on
Astrak’s range of industry leading rubber tracks
are ideal for robotic demolition machinery. With
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numerous features and innovations that should
ensure they never let you down.
More and more operators know when the going
gets tough, you need Astrak rubber tracks on your
machine.

A comprehensive range
With sizes ranging from 180mm to 800mm wide
you’ll find rubber tracks to fit not only demolition
robots but around 4000 models of excavators, skidsteer loaders, powered tracked barrow, tracked
dumpers, tracked access platforms and other
tracked equipment.
Astrak can guarantee stock availability on virtually
any machine.

High quality
When you buy our rubber tracks, you buy quality;
our continuously wound inner cords with no joins
are stronger, our short pitch core bars reduce
vibration and wear and tear and our hi-tech rubber
compounds are tougher.
You also buy peace of mind; years of experience
ensures that we supply the correct track every time
and our same day despatch service ensures that your
machine is working again with minimal downtime.
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